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Abstract— Wireless Mobile Ad hoc Network (MANET) doesn’t have a fix framework and doesn’t have a fix routing 
facility. Every device or node in MANET will traverse on its own in any direction and modify its connections with other 
nodes and devices periodically. Nodes movability is very immense and it traverse speedily, this arouses a problem of 
network partitioning. Resource necessity gives rise to issue of dropping in performance. Network partitioning tends to give 
low data approachability. To refine this issue there are various replication methods. Many users at various area and section 
conclude that nodes collaborate totally in provision of giving memory room and other things. But in fact nodes figure out 
whether to aid fully or moderately with various mobile nodes. This selfish nature tends to drop in data approachability.  In 
this paper we have use the way of selfishness and false alarm handling using credit risk concept in a MANET from the view 
of replica allocation and used selfish node detection algorithm that considers the partial selfish nodes, non-selfish nodes and 
fully selfish nodes and the replica will be allocated using SCF tree concept. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
MANET are group of mobile nodes that collaborate 
with in itself to other in presence of a consolidate 
authority. Every device or node will traverse on its 
own in any side and modify its connection and keeps 
control on network. MANET is an independent 
system of various nodes connected by wireless links. 
The flexibility provided by the open broadcast 
medium introduces new security risks. Each nodes 
has constraint on battery usage and frequency range 
so everyone requires helps of different nodes in order 
progressing packets. The nodes that are selfish and 
are ready to spend their resources are not harmful. 
Nodes requires help from various nodes via the 
collaboration of neighboring node to traverse the 
packet ahead in order to reach the end location. In 
multiple hopping all nodes carry out the task as well 
as router. Like in DSR protocol, when node does not 
want to co-operate in the network this is referred as a 
selfishness of a node, this means that node doesn’t 
gets involve  fully in sharing its memory space and 
other data with other mobile nodes in the network. It 
uses replica allotments method with refined selfish 
discovery method. It uses SCF tree which hasmotive 
to obtain large data approachability.SCF tree is 
replicated as like in human way of maintaining 
friendship. Finding out and not allowing selfish node 
as they don’t collaborate but uses resources largely 
for their advantages. This paper demonstrate how to 
handle false alarm. Handling of false alarm can be 
detected with the concept of credit risk. The node 
with the highest credit risk will be elected as a leader 
node and that node will handle the false alarm. We 
can define the behavioral states of nodes [6] as three 
types in MANET from the viewpoint of certain 
constraints at memory space. 

Category-1:- Non Selfish:- To the great extent of the 
memory the node occupy replica allotment by various 
nodes.  Category-2:-Selfish:-  For their own use and 
approachability they will allot the replica but would 
not occupy replica allotted by various nodes. 
Category-3 Partially Selfish:-They use partially the 
memory for allotment replica by other node. 
Depending on requirement and approachability this 
node allots replica.  
 
II. PROPOSED SYSTEM TO AVOID FALSE 
ALARM. 
 
In a planned system at a particular amount, or 
relocation amount, every node executes the 
subsequent procedures: 

a) Identifying selfish node by using credit 
risk(CR) concept.. 

b) The Leader is elected to avoid false alarm 
and node with highest credit risk is elected 
as a leader node.. 

c) Itself topology is maintained and makes SCF 
tree by removing selfish nodes. 

d) In exactly exceedingly shared way node allot 
replica.  

 
2.1 Identifying Selfish Node  
The approach of credit risk can be given as : 
CR=expected risk divided by expected values. 
i.e., ER is the total number of call not 
furnished(provided) to total memory location is 
expected value. To every node to whom it linked 
node would measure credit risk. Degree of selfishness 
is the rated CR.If selfishness is large, then the node is 
pretended selfish. Every node calculates rated 
selfishness of all linked nodes to Table 1 shows the 
credit risk values for the different nodes [3]. 
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Table 1: credit risk table 

 
 
 
2.2 Avoiding False alarm 
To avoid false alarm the credit risk is checked and the 
node with the highest credit risk is selected as a 
leader. The credit risk notation is same as like the 
every node energy state is monitored that's, their 
credit risk worth is calculated primarily based upon 
their question request response worth. Then the node 
with high credit score worth is elected as leader 
byexamination all the opposite nodes to watch the 
opposite node to avoid the warning in characteristic 
the self-serving node for novel replica allocation 
technique 
 
2.3 Building SCF-Tree  
It is constructed depending on human way of 
maintain friendship in which we makes our friend and 
build network and will maintain the relation on our 
self. They do not have to ask others about maintain 
friendship with other [3]. The decision to maintain 
friendship is totally depended on their choice. 
Decreasing traffic, obtaining data approachability to 
largest level are the important objective of the replica 
allotment methods. The issue of traffic can be 
reduced if replica allotment method can allot by not 
consulting with various nodes.  

 
Fig 1.SCF tree 

 
2.4 Allocating Replica 
After building the SCF-treeat every relocation period 
node allocates replica at within its SCF-tree [3] each 
node consults and determine non selfish nodes to hold 
replica in its local memory space at time when it 
doesn’t hold replica. Each node checks replica 
allotment within itself by not consulting with various 
nodes because it is done in exactly exceedingly 
shared way. In this way replica will be allotted to the 
node that doesn’t have replica.  
 
III. SIMULATION AND RESULTS 
 
3.1 Simulation Result 

The simulation shown in fig 2 using Ns2 simulator 
2.34The simulation is done on fedora 20 Linux 
operating system. The simulation result shows the 
different types of nodes such as selfish nodes, partial 
selfish, non-selfish nodes and it also shows a leader 
node a node that has a highest credit score is elected 
as a leader node to avoid false alarm. 
 

 
Fig 2.Simulation result 

 
The node with red color are the selfish nodes, the 
node with the blue color are partial selfish nodes and 
node with black color are the non-selfish node and 
the node with the green color is the Leader node with 
has the highest credit score. 
 
3.2 Packet Delivery ratio 
It is the ratio of amount of packet send in an given 
amount of time. The graph shows the red line of non-
selfish node and the green line of partial selfish node. 
The amount of packet delivered in non-selfish node is 
high as compared to partial selfish nodes. At time 
packet extent to the router and doesn’t be moved 
ahead, the packet may get lost. The issue of network 
bottle neck arises at time large amount of packets 
comes. 
 

 
Fig 3. Packet delivery 
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3.3 Packet Received 
It is the rate of amount of packet obtained to the 
amount of packet transmitted. The graph shows the 
red line of non-selfish node and the green line of 
partial selfish node. The amount of packet received in 
non-selfish node is high as compared to partial selfish 
nodes when the packet reaches the router and cannot 
be forwarded further then the packet in the network 
gets drop. The X axis determines the time and Y axis 
determine the number of nodes received. 
 

 
Fig 4. Packet Received 

3.4 Throughput 
It is the amount of packet transmitted in a given 
amount of time.it should be high. The non-selfish 
node has a constant rise i.e. it has a good ratio of 
throughput but for a limited time and it drops some 
instance of time and rises again at some instance of 
time depending on the amount of packets at a given 
time but in partial selfish node the rise is constant for 
all the time but does not drop at any instance of time. 
 

 
Fig 5. Throughput 

3.5  Average  delay  
It is the count of hops with the desired data from a 
desired node to the closet. The average query delay is 
mostly same for the non-selfish node and for the 
partial selfish node. 
 

 
Fig 6.Average delay. 

 
CONCLUSION 
 
Thus we have handled the problem of selfishness and 
false alarm in wireless ad hoc network. The selfish 
node degrades the overall performance of the network 
and allows the node to behave selfishly but partial 
selfish node acts  selfishly but gets involved in the 
network. The False alarm is used to overcome the 
confusion of alarm by using the leader node which 
has a higher credit risk. Thus we conclude that we 
have handled selfishness and false alarm in wireless 
mobile ad hoc network. 
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